1st Stakeholders’ Seminar
Sustainable Permanent Grassland Farming Systems & Policies

PROGRAMME

9.30 am - Registration
10.00 am - Welcome
10.10 am - Project overview
10.30 am - Short presentations on SUPER-G Work Packages:
  • Delivering sustainable systems
  • Benchmarking & testing
  • Securing performance
  • Aiding decision-making
11.30 am – Discussion and outline of working group topics
12.00 pm - Lunch

1.00 pm - Working group breakout sessions on specific topics
  How can SUPER-G:
  • Be useful to your organisation/sector?
  • Apply in your country/region?
  • Improve Permanent Grassland management?

2.30 pm - Reporting and taking stock: insights and highlights from the working groups

3.30 pm – ‘How SUPER-G communicates with stakeholders’

3.45 pm - Conclusions and outlook for follow-up actions

4.00 pm - Departure
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Europa Hotel, Belfast, Northern Ireland
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